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LOW INCOME RESIDENTIAL CONSUMERS’ REPLY COMMENT 
 

 

     South Austin Coalition Community Council (“SACCC”) and Community Action for Fair Utility 

Practice ("CAFFUP"), referred to as Low Income Residential Comsumers (“LIRC”) by their attorney 

Allen W. Cherry, Low Income Utility Advocacy Project, submit their reply comment to the Universal 

Telephone Assistance Corporation Comments in this proceeding. 

INTRODUCTION 

 A telephone is a necessity, not a luxury.  Just like everyone, low income consumers rely on a 

telephone for reasons of health, safety, employment, contact with social services, education and 

maintaining connections with friends and family.  Life would not be safe, healthy and enjoyable 

without a telephone.  In addition, everyone’s telephone service is more valuable when as many others 

as possible are on the network. 

 Telephone lifeline programs often make the difference between a low income person having and 

not having telephone service.  Convenient telephone service depends on having a telephone in the 

home or a cellular telephone as pay phones have nearly ceased to exist.  To be effective, telephone 

lifeline programs need to be understandable, fair and available. 

 The Universal Telephone Assistance Corporation (“UTAC”) plays an important role in the 

process of providing telephone lifeline service.  To continue to do so, UTAC needs to be able to raise 

and protect the voluntary funds contributed to it and to understand the current telecommunications 

environment. 



 LIRC support the UTAC proposal and attached draft rule in their entirety.  The Commission 

should adopt the UTAC proposal and publish it as final Part 757.  Doing so will further the goals of 

increasing low income subscribership and assisting UTAC in performing its mission. 

PROCESS 

 The Commission’s First Notice Order, issued August 15, 2012, sets forth Commission proposed 

amendments to Part 757. These proposed amendments were published on September 7, 2012 in the 

Illinois Register (Volume 36, Issue 36, pages 13749 – 13779).  That order and the attached rule 

reflected an effort to respond to changes created by the FCC and to, going forward, create a system that 

is easy to manage, fair to telephone companies and fair to low income consumers.  Concerns, however, 

were raised whether that proposal accomplished what it intended and the parties reconvened to discuss 

ways to improve the first notice rule. 

 LIRC thanks Commission Staff for their leadership and to all for their willingness to expend 

resources, understand each other, critically examine the rule and reach compromises that have led to an 

improved rule.  LIRC support that agreement, which is set out in the UTAC comment. 

SUBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS 

 LIRC respond to the proposals to modify the first notice rule set out in the UTAC comment 

using the same numbering system used by UTAC.  LIRC support each and every one of those proposals 

but will not comment on all. 

 2. Disputes.  The right to dispute and the right to understand one’s rights and obligations 

through the dispute process are essential.  No party has denied that.  The only question was whether it 

was necessary to expressly state these rights existed within the language of Part 757.  Not all 

participants in disputes will be telephone companies or others familiar with Part 757 and the process 

that created the latest version of it.  For that reason, it is important to make Part 757 self contained.  

Advocates and those creating community education materials benefit from the simple, clear statement 

that consumers have appeal rights. 



 4.  UTSAP Administrator.  UTAC performs an important role in consumers benefitting from 

telephone lifeline programs.  That role includes education, submitting annual reports, participating in 

ICC dockets, assembling information and, of course, directly providing funds to assist low income 

persons obtain necessary telephone service.  All the work of UTAC is paid for through voluntary 

contributions.  In the current environment, UTAC like so many not for profits has seen the rate of 

contributions decline. 

 It is important for the Commission to allow UTAC to protect those scarce funds.  It is also about 

more than just not reducing those funds needlessly.  It is about making current and potential 

contributors confident that the money they choose to give to UTAC for its programs will be well spent.  

If contributors do not feel that, they will donate to other organizations or otherwise use their resources. 

 UTAC has convincingly stated the need for the new provisions and the important purposes they 

will further.  The changes UTAC proposes are not just beneficial to UTAC.  They create a system that is 

fairer and clearer to companies seeking reimbursement of valid costs and waivers. 

 6.  Lifeline reporting.  At one time, the reports filed by LECs and submitted to UTAC identified 

all participants in telephone lifeline programs in Illinois, federal as well as state.  That is no longer case 

as an increasing portion of telephone lifeline participants receive service through ETCs providing 

wireless service. 

 Knowing who is participating in lifeline programs is necessary to the ICC and to UTAC so each 

can do its job.  It is also useful to LIRC and other advocates.  It is important to recognize that the 

information to be provided is number of customers only.  It does not include rate or payment 

information.  Moreover, this information can be generally computed from the expenditures portion of 

the USAC website. 

 7. Exhibit B.  LIRC strongly support the removal of salaries as an appropriate cost recovery 

element.  First, LIRC want to state that their recommendation on this issue is not based on abuse by 

LECs.  It is about concern for the future, about making sure UTAC’s scare funds are appropriately 



expended and about showing contributors that the majority of their contributions will go to consumer 

benefits and education.  The workshop process recognized LIRC’s concern and this change limits cost 

recovery to direct costs and costs directly related to UTSAP programs. 
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